An emerging class of data systems partition their data and precompute approximate summaries (i.e., sketches and samples) for each segment to reduce query costs. They can then aggregate and combine the segment summaries to estimate results without scanning the raw data. However, given limited storage space each summary introduces approximation errors that affect query accuracy. For instance, systems that use existing mergeable summaries cannot reduce query error below the error of an individual precomputed summary. We introduce Storyboard, a query system that optimizes item frequency and quantile summaries for accuracy when aggregating over multiple segments. Compared to conventional mergeable summaries, Storyboard leverages additional memory available for summary construction and aggregation to derive a more precise combined result. This reduces error by up to 25× over interval aggregations and 4.4× over data cube aggregations on industrial datasets compared to standard summarization methods, with provable worst-case error guarantees.
INTRODUCTION
An emerging class of data systems precompute aggregate summaries over a dataset to reduce query times. These precomputation (AggPre [38] ) systems trade off preprocessing time at data ingest to avoid scanning the data at query time. In particular, Druid and similar systems partition datasets into disjoint segments and precompute summaries for each segment [28, 47] . They can then process queries by aggregating results from the segment summaries. Unlike traditional data cube systems [23] , the summaries go beyond scalar counts and sums and include data structures that can approximate quantiles and frequent items [15] . As an example, our collaborators at Microsoft often issue queries to estimate 99th percentile request latencies over hours-long time windows. Their Druid-like system precomputes quantile summaries [21, 22] for 5 minute time segments and then combines summaries to estimate quantiles over a longer window, reducing data access and runtime at query time by orders of magnitude [43] .
Although querying summaries is more efficient than querying raw data, precomputing summaries also limits query * Preprint. Under review. Figure 1 : Given a space budget, mergeable summaries preserve accuracy when combined but cannot match the accuracy of using a single larger summary. Storyboard closes the gap by optimizing summaries for accurate aggregations.
accuracy. Given a total storage budget and many data segments, each segment summary in an AggPre system has limited storage space -often <10 kilobytes -and thus limited accuracy [1] . Prior work on mergeable summaries introduces summaries that can be combined with no loss in accuracy, and are commonly used in AggPre systems [5, 22, 43] . However, even mergeable summaries have maximum accuracy capped by the accuracy of an individual summary. We illustrate this challenge in Figure 1 . Consider a query for the 99th percentile latency from 1:05pm to 2:05pm, and suppose we precompute mergeable quantile summaries for 5 minute time segments that individually have 12% error. Calculating quantiles over the full hour requires aggregating results from 12 summaries, and mergeable summaries would maintain 12% error for the final result. This is not ideal: if the same space were instead used to store a single large summary for the entire interval, we would have 12× less error with ϵ = 1%. On the other hand, using a single large summary restricts the granularity of possible queries. In this paper we introduce Storyboard, an AggPre query system that optimizes frequent items and quantile summaries for aggregation. Unlike mergeable summaries, Storyboard queries that combine results from multiple summaries have lower relative error than any summary individually. To do so Storyboard uses a different resource model than most existing summaries were designed for. While mergeable summaries assume the amount of memory available for constructing and aggregating (combining) summaries is the same as that for storage, we have seen in real-world deployments that AggPre systems have orders of magnitude more memory for construction and aggregation. Storyboard takes advantage of these additional resources to construct summaries that 1 arXiv:2002.03063v1 [cs.DB] 8 Feb 2020 compensate for the errors in other summaries they may be combined with, and then aggregate results using a large and precise accumulator.
Storyboard focuses on supporting queries over intervals and data cubes roll-ups. Interval queries aggregate over onedimensional contiguous ranges, such as a time window from 1:00pm to 9:00pm [8] , while data cube queries aggregate over data matching specific dimension values, such as loc=USA AND type=TCP [23] . When aggregating k summaries together, Storyboard can reduce relative error by nearly a factor of k for interval aggregations and a factor of √ k for other aggregations, compared with no reduction in error for mergeable summaries. These two query types cover a wide class of common queries and Storyboard can construct summaries optimized for either of the two types. Interval Queries. For interval queries, Storyboard uses novel summarization techniques which we call cooperative summaries. Cooperative summaries account for the cumulative error over consecutive sequences of summaries, and adjust the error in new summaries to compensate. For instance, if five consecutive item frequency (heavy hitters) summaries have tended to underestimate the true frequency of item x, cooperative summaries can bias the next summary to overestimate x. This keeps the total error for queries spanning k segments smaller than existing summarization techniques. Hierarchical approximation techniques [8, 41] can also be used here but require additional space and provide worse accuracy in practice.
We prove that our summaries have cumulative error no worse than state of the art randomized summaries [49] , and for frequencies exceed the accuracy of state of the art hierarchical approaches [8] . Empirically, cooperative summaries provide a 4-25× reduction in error on queries aggregating multiple summaries compared with existing sketching and summarization techniques. Multi-dimensional Cube Queries. Data cube queries can aggregate the same summary along different dimensions, so compensating for errors explicitly along a single dimension is insufficient. Instead, for cube workloads Storyboard used randomized weighted samples and reduces error further by optimizing for an expected workload of queries. Storyboard exploits the fact that data cubes often have dimensions with skewed value distributions: some values or combination of values that occur far more frequently than others. Then, Storyboard optimizes the allocation of storage space and introduces targeted biases where they will have the greatest impact to minimize average query error. Empirically, these optimizations yield an up to 4.4× reduction in average error compared with standard data cube summarization techniques.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
(1) We introduce Storyboard, an approximate AggPre system that provides improved query accuracy for aggregations by taking advantage of additional memory resources at data ingest and query time.
(2) We develop cooperative frequency and quantile summaries that minimize error when aggregating over intervals and establish worst-case bounds on their error.
(3) We develop techniques for allocating space and bias among randomized summaries to minimize average error under cube aggregations.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we provide motivating context. In Section 3 we present Storyboard and its query model. In Section 4 we describe cooperative summaries optimized for intervals. In Section 5 we describe optimizations for data cubes. In Section 6 we evaluate Storyboard's accuracy. We describe related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.
BACKGROUND
Storyboard targets aggregation queries common in monitoring and data exploration applications, and improves accuracy for these queries by taking advantage of memory resources that real world summary precomputation systems already have available at query and ingest time. This motivation comes out of our experience collaborating with engineers at Imply, the developers of Druid, as well as a cloud services team at Microsoft. Aggregation Queries. Existing usage of AggPre systems feature queries that span many segment summaries but follow structured patterns. At a cloud services team at Microsoft, users interacted with a Druid-like system primarily through a time-series monitoring dashboard which they used to track trends and explore anomalies. In addition to count and average queries, Top-K (heavy hitters) item frequency and quantile queries were prevalent. The most common forms of aggregations were over time intervals and grouped cube roll-ups. For instance, engineers often wanted to see the most common ip address frequencies over specific release windows or server configurations. Notably, the queries over time intervals and data cubes involved combining results from a large number of summaries. In Figure 2 we describe a set of 33K Top-K item frequency queries and 130K quantile queries issued to an AggPre system at Microsoft. More than half of the queries span intervals longer than a day. Since the system stored summaries at a 5 minute granularity, this meant combining results from hundreds of summaries or reverting to less accurate, coarser grained roll-ups. Data cube roll-ups were also common. Users would commonly issue queries that filtered or grouped on a dimension, and "drill-down" [23] as needed, sometimes as part of anomaly explanation systems like MacroBase [2, 3] . Over 50% of all cubes had more than 10K dimension value segments and queries that span hundreds of cube segments were common.
Storyboard thus optimizes for the accuracy of time interval and cube queries that span not just a single summary, but aggregate over many summaries. Memory Constraints. At both Imply and Microsoft, the storage space available to each summary was limited. Since summaries are maintained for each of potentially millions of segments, and nodes have limited memory and cache, the memory must be divided amongst the segment summaries. To illustrate, by default each quantile summary in Druid is configured for 2% error and roughly 10 kB of memory usage [1] . Thus it is important to use summaries that provide high accuracy with minimal storage overhead. However, in realworld deployments there is much more memory available during summary construction and aggregation than there is for storage. For instance, in Druid the use of Hadoop mapreduce jobs for batch data ingestion allows for effectively unconstrained memory limits during summary construction. Then, at query time, engineers at Imply report that a standard deployment uses query processing jobs with 0.5 GB of memory each when aggregating summaries together.
While standard mergeable summaries [5] are designed to maintain the same memory footprint during construction and aggregation that they use in storage, Storyboard takes advantage of additional memory at both construction and query time to achieve higher query accuracy.
SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section we describe Storyboard's system design. We discuss the types of queries supported, how summaries are constructed for different query types, and how summaries are aggregated to provide accurate query results. We outline the system components in Figure 3 . 
Queries
Consider data records ρ = (x, t, d 1 , . . . , d m d ) where x is either a categorical or ordinal value of interest (i.e. ip address, latency), t is an ordered dimension for interval queries (i.e. timestamp), and the d j are categorical dimensions (i.e. location). A Storyboard query д Q (x) specifies an aggregation of records Q and a function д to estimate for the value x. Q defines an aggregation with a selection condition: either a one-dimensional interval or a multi-dimensional cube query [8, 23] .
. . , d i k a subset of the dimensions to condition on.
The query function д is either an item frequency f or rank r [16, 32] . An item frequency f (x) is the total count of records with value x while a rank r (x) is the total count of records with values less than or equal to x. We use д generically denote either frequencies or ranks.
Using these primitives, Storyboard can also return estimates for quantiles and Top K / Heavy Hitters queries, which we will discuss in more detail in Section 3.3.
Data Ingest
Before Storyboard can ingest data, users specify whether they want the dataset to support interval or data cube aggregations, and whether they want the dataset to support frequency or rank query functions. Users also specify total space constraints and workload parameters. A dataset can be loaded multiple times to support different combinations of the above.
Storyboard then splits the data records into atomic segments D. These segments form a disjoint partitioning of a dataset, and are chosen so that any aggregation can be expressed as a union of segments. For interval aggregations users specify a time resolution T G and a maximum length k T , defining segments D i = {ρ : i ·T G ≤ t < (i +1)·T G } For cube aggregations the partitions are defined by grouping by all
Once the dataset is partitioned we can represent the records in each segment as mappings from values to counts:
For each segment D Storyboard constructs a summary S consisting of s value, count mappings S
This is similar to other counter based summaries [16, 34] and weighted sampling summaries [49] . Unlike tabular sketches such as the Count-Min Sketch [18] Storyboard summaries include the values x. We assume we have enough memory and compute to generate S, making our routines closer to coreset construction [40] than streaming sketches [37] . More details on how the values x and counts γ are chosen for each summary are given in Section 4.1 for interval aggregations and Section 5.1 for cube aggregations.
Query Processing
After the summaries have been constructed, the Storyboard query processor can return query estimatesд Q (x) for different aggregations Q by using the summaries S i as proxies for the segments D i . Then, using д to denote a generic query function, we can derive frequency or rank estimates over a query aggregation Q by adding up the estimates for the segment summaries.
For single rank or frequency estimatesд Q (x) the query processor can precisely add up scalar estimates using Equation 2. This is more efficient than merging mergeable summaries [5] , since we are just accumulating scalars, and potentially more accurate as we will discuss in Section 3.4. Storyboard uses a richer accumulator data structure A to support quantile and top-k / heavy hitter queries. When there is sufficient memory, A tracks the proxy values and counts in S 1 , . . . , S k . We then sort the items in A by value to estimate quantiles or by count to estimate heavy hitters. When memory is constrained, we instead let A be a standard but very large stream summary of the proxy values and counts stored in S 1 , . . . , S k . We specifically use a Space Saving sketch [34] for heavy hitters and a PPS (VarOpt [14] ) sample for quantiles. Then we can query A to get quantile or heavy hitters estimates. In practice the space s A available to A is orders of magnitude greater than the space s available to any precomputed summary, i.e. 50,000× in the deployment described in Section 2.
Error Model
Consider the absolute (i.e. unscaled) error ε Q which is the difference between the true and estimated item frequency counts, or the difference between the true and estimated ranks for a query aggregation Q. Throughout the paper, we will use absolute errors ε for analysis, when comparing final query quality we use the relative (scaled) error ϵ ′ = ε/|Q| [16] where |Q| = ρ i ∈Q 1.
When accumulating scalar rank or frequency estimates directly using Equation 2 the error ε Q (x) is just the sum of the errors introduced by the segment summaries for Q:
When using the accumulator A a quantile or heavy hitter estimate will be based off the distribution defined by thê д S (x), but A introduces its own additional error ε
S in approximating the proxy values in the summaries S, yielding a total error of:
Furthermore we are interested in systems that provide error bounds over all values of x, so we consider the worst case error ε
A bound on the maximum error over all x also bounds the error of any quantile or heavy hitter frequency estimate derived from the raw estimatesд.
To analyze the error, consider an aggregation Q accumulating k segments, each with total weight n = |D | = x i ∈D δ i and represented using summaries of size s. Also, suppose that the accumulator A has size s A ≫ s. Suppressing logarithmic factors, state of the art frequency and quantile summaries have absolute error O(n/s) [5, 16, 30, 40] . Different summarization techniques yield different errors as the size of the aggregation k grows. Storyboard can reduce relative error significantly for large k. We summarize the error bounds in Table 1 .
Using mergeable summaries [5] for both S and the accumulator A gives us maximum absolute error ε 
Storyboard's accumulator A applied to standard summaries gives us in the worst case ε 
However, Storyboard is able to achieve lower query error by reducing the sum of errors from summaries in Equation 3. By using independent, unbiased, weighted random samplesspecifically PPS summaries in Section 5.1 -sums of random errors centered around zero will concentrate to zero, and one can use Hoeffding's inequality to show that with high probability and ignoring log terms
This already is lower than the relative error for mergeable summaries in Equation 5 for k ≫ 1 and s A ≫ s. In practice, Cooperative summaries (Section 4) achieve even better error than PPS summaries for interval queries. We can prove that cooperative quantile summaries satisfy
with much better empirical performance over intervals than PPS, while cooperative frequency summaries satisfy
where k T is the maximum length of an interval. See Section 4.2 for more details and proof sketches. Hierarchical estimation is a common solution for interval (range) queries [8, 18] and show up in differential privacy as well [17] . We will describe an instance of these methods to illustrate their error scaling. A dyadic (base 2) hierarchy stores summaries of size s · 2 h for h = 1 . . . log k T to track segments of different lengths. They can thus estimate intervals of length k with error ε Figure 4 : Any contiguous interval can be expressed as a linear combination of aligned intervals Pre t . In this example, Q is expressed as A ∪ B \ C similar to our cooperative frequency sketches. However, they incur an additional log k T factor in space usage to maintain their multiple levels of summaries and provide worse error empirically than our Cooperative summaries.
COOPERATIVE SUMMARIES
In this section we describe the cooperative summarization algorithms Storyboard uses for interval queries. These summaries achieve high query accuracy when combined by compensating for accumulated errors over sequences of summaries.
Interval Summary Construction
For interval queries, we assume that users specify a space limit s to use for summarizing an incoming data segment D.
Cooperative summaries then must make efficient use of their s samples (x i → γ i ) to accurately represent a local segment of data. To match state of the art summaries, we want
for an accuracy parameter r ≥ 1. However, there are many possible ways to choose the items to store in S that would satisfy Equation 10 . Within these constraints, Storyboard can choose x i , γ i to minimize the total error for queries that aggregate multiple summaries. Storyboard explicitly minimizes the error over a set of queries with fixed start points every k T segments. We call these aggregation intervals "prefix" intervals Pre t , a modification of standard prefix-sum ranges [27] . Figure 4 illustrates how any consecutive interval of up to k T segments can be represented as an additive combination of up to 3 prefix intervals. As long as prefix intervals have bounded error ε Pre t = д Pre t −д Pre t , any contiguous interval up to length k T has error at most 3ε. In order to minimize ε Pre t (x) Storyboard will have to track its exact values, which may be resource intensive but is done during data ingest. The details of the summary construction algorithm differ for frequencies and ranks. In Algorithm 1 we present pseudocode for constructing a cooperative summary of size s for frequency estimates on a data segment D t . To satisfy Equation 10 and accurately
we store the true count for any segment-local heavy hitter items in D t that occur with count greater than |D t |/s. The remaining space in the summary is allocated to compensating the x with the highest cumulative undercount ε Pre t (x) thus far so that overcounting x in S t will adjust for the undercount in the other summaries going forward. For each of these compensating x, we store the smaller of r |D |/s and ε Pre t (x). This ensures Equation 10 is satisfied and also keeps ε Pre t (x) positive, a useful invariant for proofs later. Larger r allow the algorithm trade off higher local error for less error accumulation across summaries.
In Algorithm 2 we present pseudocode for constructing a cooperative summary of size s for rank estimates on a data segment D t . To satisfy Equation 10 and accurately represent D t , we sort the values in D and partition the sorted values into s equally sized chunks. Then CoopQuant selects one value in each chunk to include in S t as a representative with proxy count |D |/s. This ensures that the any rank can be estimated using S t with error at most |D |/s. Within each chunk, we store the item that minimizes a total loss L =
x ∈U ϕ(ε Pre t (x)) with ϕ(ϵ) = cosh (αϵ), α = s/( √ k T n max ), n max = max t |D t | the maximum size of a data segment, and k T the maximum interval length. cosh(x) = 1 2 (e x + e −x ) is used in discrepancy theory [44] to exponentially penalize both large positive and large negative errors, so L serves as a proxy for the L ∞ maximum error. Note that we need to bound n max to set α for this algorithm, though in practice accuracy changes very little depending on n max
Interval Query Error
CoopFreq and CoopQuant both provide estimates with local error ε D (x) ≤ r |D |/s for a single segment D, and minimize the cumulative error over ε Pre t (x) prefix intervals (and thus general intervals). In this section we analyze how ε Pre t (x) grows with t. This allows us to prove Equations 8 and 9 in Section 3.4 which bound the query error from accumulating results over any sequence of k T summaries.
The general strategy will be to define a loss L t which is a function of the errors ε Pre t (x) parameterized by a cost function
where U is the universe of observed values x ∈ |Pre t |. We can bound the growth of L t when CoopQuant and CoopFreq are used to construct sequences of summaries. Then, we can relate L t and max x |ε Pre t (x)| to bound the latter. Omitted proofs in this section can be found in Appendix A.
CoopFreq
Error. For frequency summaries, we use the cost function ϕ(x) = exp(αx) for a parameter α. We minimize a sum of exponentials as a proxy for the maximum error. Lemma 1 bounds how much L t can increase with t.
Lemma 1. When CoopFreq constructs a summary with size s for D t the loss satisfies
Given this, we can bound the cumulative error:
Proof. α satisfies the conditions in Lemma 1 so L t ≤ L 0 + αr t i=0 |D i | and thus
To illustrate the asymptotic behavior we can apply Theorem 1 with r = 3 2 and consistent segment weights n = |D i | to see in Corrollarry 1 that the absolute error grows logarithmically with the number of segments k in the interval. In fact this result is close to optimal: an adversary generating incoming data can guarantee at least Ω(log k) error accumulation by generating data containing items the summaries have undercounted the most so far.
CoopQuant
Error. For rank queries we use the cost function ϕ(x) = cosh αx. Since cosh z = 1 2 (exp(z) + exp(−z)) this exponentially penalizes both under and over-estimates symmetrically, and is thus a smooth proxy for the maximum absolute error of the error, also used in discrepancy theory [44] . As with CoopFreq, Lemma 2 bounds how much L t can increase with t.
Lemma 2. When CoopQuant constructs a summary with size s for D t the loss function satisfies
From Lemma 2 we can bound the maximum rank error.
Proof. Using Lemma 2: 
OPTIMIZING CUBE QUERIES
In this section we describe the weighted probability proportional to size samples (PPS) [14, 45] Storyboard uses to summarize segments for both frequency and rank data cube aggregations. These randomized summaries have errors which cancel out with high probability. Then we describe how Storyboard optimizes the allocation of space and bias to these summaries to increase average query accuracy further for target cube workloads.
PPS Summaries
A PPS summary is a weighted random sample that includes items with probability proportional to their size or total count in a data segment D [14, 45, 49] . Values x i with true occurence count D(x i ) = δ i are sampled for inclusion in the summary S according to Equation 13 Pr
S(
For an accuracy parameter h, heavy hitters that occur more than h times are always sampled with their true count, while those with count 0 ≤ δ i ≤ h are either included with a proxy weight of h or excluded from the summary. Thus, S(x i ) is an unbiased estimate for δ i with maximum local error of h. We will see later that rank estimatesr S (x) x j ∈S γ j · 1 x j ≤x can also bounded by h.
Setting h ≤ |D |/s ensures that the summary will have expected size s, but is conservative. In Algorithm 3 we present the procedure from [14] we use to set h to minimize error while keeping the summary size at most s by excluding the effect of heavy hitters.
One way to implement PPS is to independently sample items according to Equation 13 , but this does not guarantee the summary will store exactly s values. Instead we use the PairAgg procedure in Algorithm 4 to transform sampling probabilities for pairs of items until we have s or s − 1 values with probability 1. We can do so in a way that guarantees that the error max x |ε(x)| ≤ h and is unbiased with E[ε(x)] = 0 for both frequency and rank queries. See [14] for details.
Algorithm 4 Pair Aggregation for PPS
function PairAgg(p i , p j ) if p i + p j < 1 then if rand() < p i /(p i + p j ) then p i ← p i + p j ; p j ← 0 else p j ← p i + p j ; p i ← 0 else if rand() < 1−p j 2−p i −p j then p i ← 1; p j ← p i + p j − 1 else p i ← p i + p j − 1; p j ← 1
Cube Summary Construction
For data cubes, storyboard maintains a collection of PPS summaries for data segments D i that form a complete, atomic partition of combinations of dimension values. A cube query then specifies a set of segments Q s = {D 1 , . . . , D k } that match dimension value filters. Storyboard ingests a complete cube dataset in batch and is given a total space budget S T for storing summaries. This opens up the opportunity for optimizations across the entire collection of summaries.
In most multi-dimensional data cubes some queries and dimension values will be much rarer than others. This makes it wasteful to optimize for worst-case error: even the rarest data segment would require the same error and space as more representative segments of the cube. Thus, in Storyboard we make use of limited space by optimizing for the average error of queries sampled from a probabilistic workload W specified by the user. We show in Section 6.3.1 that the workload does not have to be perfectly specified to achieve accuracy improvements.
We consider a workload W as a distribution over possible queries Q i where Pr[Q i ∼ W ] = q i . This is based off of the workloads in STRAT [12] , though STRAT targets only count and sum queries using simple uniform samples. To limit worst-case accuracy, we can optionally impose a minimium size for each segment summary s min so that the maximum relative error for any query is ϵ ′ ≤ 1 s min .
Minimizing Average Error
Consider the error incurred by combining summaries over a query Q = D 1 , . . . , D k , where the segment summaries S i have size s i and represent segments with total count |D i | = n i . Then, based on Equation 13 , the relative error ϵ ′ Q (x) is a random variable that depends on the items selected for inclusion in the PPS summaries. We will bound the mean squared relative error E[ϵ ′ (x) 2 ].
For a single segment D i , the PPS summary is unbiased and returns both frequency and rank estimates that lie within a possible range of length h. Thus, the absolute error satisfies E[ε D i (x)] = 0 and E[ε D i (x) 2 ] ≤ 1 4 h 2 ≤ 1 4 n 2 i /s 2 i , and since the summaries S i are independent:
Space Allocation. Now, we minimize the mean squared relative error (MSRE) for queries drawn from a workload
We can solve for the s i that minimize the RHS of Equation 15 under the total space constraint that i s i = S T using Lagrange multipliers. The optimal s i are
Since we can compute α i given W , this gives us a closed form expression for an allocation of storage space. Bias and Variance. When estimating item frequencies, we can further reduce error by tuning the bias of PPS summaries to reduce their variance. Though this does not generalize to quantile queries, the improvements in accuracy for frequency queries can be substantial, and we have not seen other systems optimize for bias across a collection of summaries. For example, consider a segment D with n > 4 unique items that each only occur once. If we summarize the data with an empty summary, estimating 0 for the count of each item, we introduce a fixed bias of 1 but have a deterministic estimator with no variance. This substantially reduces the error compared to an unbiased PPS estimator constructed on D which will have variance n 2 ( 1 n · (1 − 1 n )) = n(1 − 1 n ) > 3. In general, if we have a segment D consisting of item weights {x i → δ i } then we bias the frequency estimateŝ f D (x) by subtracting b from the count of every distinct element in D before constructing a PPS summary, and then adding b back to the stored weights. During PPS construction, h and thus the variance is reduced because D has a lower effective total weight n i [b] given by
where (x) + is the positive part function (x) + = max(x, 0). The error for a single segment D i is now bounded by ε i ≤ b i + ν i where b i is the bias and ν i is the remaining unbiased PPS error on the bias-adjusted weights, so the MSRE for a query Q is:
Equation 17 shows that n[b] is convex with respect to b since it is a sum of convex functions (max is convex), so the RHS of Equation 18 is convex as well.
Recap. In summary Storyboard does the following for cube aggregations.
(1) Set summary sizes s i ∝ α We optimize Equation 18 using the LBFGS-B solver [10] in SciPy [29] . To simplify computation we optimize b i for a single aggregation: the whole cube. An optimal setting of ì b for this whole cube query will not increase relative error over any other query compared to ì b = 0. Finding efficient and accurate proxies to optimize is a direction for future work.
EVALUATION
In our evalution, we show that:
(1) Storyboard's cooperative summaries achieve lower error as interval length increases compared with other summarization techniques: up to 8× for frequencies and 25× for quantiles (Section 6.2.1).
(2) Storyboard's space and bias optimizers provide lower average error for cube queries compared with alternative techniques, with reductions between 15% to 4.4× (Section 6.2.2).
(3) Storyboard's accuracy generalizes across different system and summary parameters, including accumulator size, maximum interval length, and workload specification (Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2).
Experimental Setup
Error Measurement. Recall from Section 3.4 that we are interested in error bounds that are independent of a specific item or value x, so we look at the maximum error over values
For a large domain of values U it is infeasible to compute max x ∈U so for frequency queries we estimate this maximum over a sample of 200 items drawn at random from the data excluding duplicates and for rank queries over a set of 200 equally spaced values from the global value distribution. Following common practice for approximate summaries [16] , we rescale the absolute error by the total size of the queried data to report relative errors ϵ ′ Q = ε Q /|Q|. The final query error ϵ ′ (A) Q is then bounded by the sum of the summary and accumulator errors ϵ ′ Q + ϵ ′(A) . In our evaluations we assume that the accumulator is large enough to introduce negligible additional error, and confirm that the additional error rapidly vanishes as the size of the accumulator grows in Figure 7 . When summaries provide a native merge routine, we still benchmark query accuracy by accumulating their estimates rather than merging the summaries directly. This is strictly more accurate than merging, which will further compress intermediate results to fit in the original summary space, and provides a more fair comparison with Storyboard. Implementation. We evaluate a prototype implementation of Storyboard written in Python with core summarization and query processing logic compiled to C and code available 1 . Since our focus is query accuracy under space constraints, our prototype is a single node in-memory system though it can be extended to a distributed system in the same manner as Druid.
Our implementation of CoopFreq (Algorithm 1) uses r = 1 and sets h using CalcT in Algorithm 3 rather than letting h = |D t |/s. h
CalcT gives us better segment accuracy and the error bounds still hold under a modified proof. We implement CoopQuant (Algorithm 2) with a cost function parameter α set based on a maximum interval length of k T = 1024, and loss L calculated over the universe of elements seen so far when the full universe is not known ahead of time.
Datasets. We evaluate frequency estimates on 10 million destination ip addresses (CAIDA) from a Chicago Equinix backbone on 2016-01-21 available from CAIDA [11] , 10 million items (Zipf) drawn from a Zipf (Pareto) distribution with parameter s = 1.1, and 10 million records from a production service request log at Microsoft with categorical item values for network service provider (Provider) and OS Build (OSBuild).
We evaluate quantile estimates on 2 million active power readings (Power) from the UCI Individual household electric power consumption dataset [20] , 10 million random values (Uniform) drawn from a continuous uniform U ∼ [0, 1] distribution, and 10 million records from the same Microsoft request log with numeric traffic values (Traffic).
Overall Query Accuracy
Summarization Methods. We compare a number of summarization techniques for frequencies and quantiles, and configure them to match total space usage when comparing accuracy. For all counter and sample-based summaries including CoopFreq, CoopQuant, and PPS, we set the number of counters or samples to the same s. We compare against two popular mergeable summaries: the optimal quantiles sketch (KLL) from [30] , and the Count-Min frequency sketch (CMS) [18] . For the count-min sketch we set d = 5 and let the width w = s parameter represent the space usage. We also compare against uniform random sampling (USample) [15] , and optimal single-segment summaries (Truncation) that summarize a segment by storing the exact item counts for the top s items, or storing s equally spaced values for quantiles.
For interval queries we also compare with storing Truncation summaries in a hierarchy (Hierarchy) following [8, 17] . Specifically, the Hierarchy summarization strategy with base b constructs h layers of summaries. Summaries in layer i are allocated space b i · s 0 to summarize aligned intervals of b i segments. Any query interval of length k can be represented using b ⌈log b k⌉ summaries from different layers. Since this requires maintaining h = log b k T layers, to fairly compare total space usage we scale the space s 0 allocated to the lowest layer summaries by a factor s 0 = s/log b k T . Unless otherwise stated we use b = 2, though we will show in Section 6.3 that the choice does not have a significant impact on accuracy.
For cube queries we also compare with cube AQP techniques that use uniform USample with different space allocations: the USample:Prop method uses USample summaries but allocates space proportional to each segment size as a baseline random reservoir sample would [46] while the STRAT method uses the method in the STRAT AQP system [12] , which like Storyboard allocates space to minimize average error.
Interval Queries.
We first evaluate Storyboard accuracy on interval queries, partitioning datasets with associated time or sequence columns into k T = 2048 size time segments. Then, we construct summaries with storage size s = 64.
In Figures 5a and 5b we show how relative query error ϵ ′ Q varies with the number of segments k spanned by the interval. For k = 1, 2, 4, . . . , 1024 we sample 100 random start and end times for intervals with length k and plot the average and standard deviation of the query error.
Storyboard, which uses cooperative summaries, outperforms any system that uses mergeable summaries or random sampling as k increases. As the interval length increases merging the mergeable summaries (CMS, KLL) maintain their error as expected. Accumulating Truncation summaries also maintains the same constant error. Hierarchy, PPS, and USample are all able to reduce error when combining multiple summaries, while Cooperative summaries outperform all alternatives as k exceeds 10 summaries. We also observe that despite our weaker worst-case bounds for cooperative quantile summaries, they achieve higher accuracy in practice compared to alternative methods. However, Storyboard gives up a constant factor in accuracy when aggregating less than 10 summaries compared to alternatives.
Cube
Queries. We evaluate cube queries on our datasets with categorical dimension columns, and partitioned them along four dimension columns with parameters summarized in Table 2 and total space limit set to provide roughly consistent query error across the datasets. For each of these datasets we evaluate on a default query workload where each dimension has an independent p = .2 probability of being included as a filter, and if selected the dimension value is chosen uniformly at random. In Figures 6a and 6b we show the average relative error for frequency and quantile queries over 10000 random cube queries drawn over the different dataset workloads. We see that, on average, Storyboard outperforms alternative summarization techniques that allocate equal space to each segment, as well as uniform sampling techniques that optimize sample size allocation.
Varying Parameters
Now we vary different system and summarization parameters to see their impact on accuracy, confirming that Storyboard is able to provide improved accuracy under a variety of conditions. 6.3.1 System Design. The Storyboard system depends on a number of parameters that go beyond a single summary. In this section we will show how accuracy varies with the accumulator size s A , the size of cube aggregations, and the presence of each of the optimizations storyboard uses for data cubes. Finite Accumulator. As described in Section 3.1, Storyboard accumulates precise frequency and ranks estimates from the summaries for point queriesд(x), and accumulates summaries into a large accumulator A for quantile and heavy hitters queries. In our evaluations thus far we have measured the maximum point query error, which bounds the maximum quantile or heavy hitter error as well (Section 3.4). The accumulator A introduces an additional approximation error ϵ ′(A) = 1/s A which is negligible as s A → ∞.
In Figure 7 we illustrate how using accumulators of different sizes, affects final query accuracy on the Power and CAIDA datasets. For each accumulator size, we measure the error after accumulating 100 random interval aggregations spanning k = 512 segments. For the accumulators here we use SpaceSaving [34] for frequency queries and a streaming implementation of PPS (VarOpt [14] ) for quantiles. ϵ ′(A) quickly goes to 0 as s A → ∞, so with at least 10 megabytes of memory available for s A the additional error is negligible. Cube Query Spans. As seen already for interval queries, Storyboard improves the query error for queries combining results from multiple segment summaries. We can confirm this for cubes by looking at query error broken down by the number of dimensions in each query filter condition. Queries that filter on fewer columns will combine results from more segments. In Figure 8 we compare the error for queries that filter on different numbers of dimensions on the Uniform and Zipf cube workloads. Storyboard reduces the error for common queries that filter on zero or one dimension. As a tradeoff Storyboard incurs higher error than other methods for rarer queries with three or more filters. For a workload where queries with 3 or more filters are much less common than queries with 0 or 1 filters, this tradeoff is useful, and is configurable based on the user specified workload. Cube Optimizer Lesion Study. In Figure 9 we show how the optimizations Storyboard (SB) uses for summarizing data cubes all play a role in providing high query accuracy by removing individual optimizations on the Zipf dataset. We experiment with removing the size optimizations (SB (-Size)) and bias optimizations (SB (-Bias)), and try replacing PPS summaries with uniform random samples (SB (-PPS)). When, size optimization or bias optimization are removed, error increases, and similarly error increases when PPS summaries are replaced with uniform random samples. Cube Workload Specification. We also evaluate how Storyboard accuracy depends on precise workload specification by constructing Storyboard instances configured for incorrectly specified workloads. Rather than the true p = 0.2 probability of including a dimension in the cube filter, we try optimizing cubes for p = 0.05 in Work1 and p = 0.50 in Work2. As included in Figure 9 , in both cases error remains below existing cube construction methods. Interestingly, accuracy improves for Work1, indicating our optimization is not tight. Interval Length Specification. For interval aggregations users specify a maximum expected interval length k T . In Figure 10 we show the relative error for 20 random queries of length k = 64 as we vary k T . All values k T ≥ 64 achieve good error and setting k T much larger does not negatively affect results. In practice accuracy is also robust to different values of k T as long as it is conservatively longer than the expected queries. Figure 11 we vary the space available to summaries for different interval lengths, confirming that like other state of the art summaries and sketches Cooperative and PPS summaries provide local segment error that scales inversely proportional to the space given, and maintain their accuracy under a wide range of summary sizes. Hierarchical base b. Although Hierarchy summaries are parameterized by a base b, in Figure 12 we show that different values for b do not noticeably improve performance. Although there are improvements in optimizing b when merging small numbers (k < 10) of summaries, the difference is less than 10% for larger aggregations. 
RELATED WORK
Precomputing Summaries. A number of existing approximate query processing (AQP) systems make use of precomputed approximate data summaries. An overview of these "offline" AQP systems can be found in [31] , and they are an instance of the AggPre systems described in [38] . Like data cube systems they materialize partial results [25] , but can support more complex query functions not captured by simple totals. Another class of systems use "online" AQP [9, 26, 42] and provide different latency and accuracy guarantees by computing approximations at query-time. We are particularly motivated by Druid [43, 47] and similar offline systems [28] which aggregate over query-specific summaries for disjoint segments of data. However, these systems use mergeable summaries as-is, and do not optimize for improving accuracy under aggregation or take advantage of additional memory at query time to accumulate results more precisely. The authors in [48] apply hierarchical strategies to maintain summary collections for interval queries but like mergeable summaries maintain do not reduce error when combining summaries. Systems like BlinkDB [6] , STRAT [12] , and AQUA [4] maintain random stratified samples to support general-purpose queries. Our choice of minimizing mean squared error over a workload follows the setup in STRAT [12] . However, individual simple random samples are not as accurate as specialized frequency or quantile summaries [36] .
Techniques for summarizing hierarchical intervals [8] are complementary, but incur additional storage overhead making them less accurate than Cooperative summaries and scale poorly to cubes with multiple dimensions [41] . Streaming and Mergeable Summaries. Many compact data summaries are developed in the streaming literature [18, 24, 30, 35] , including summaries for sliding windows [7] . However, they assume a different system model than Storyboard provides. The standard streaming model generally considers queries with working memory limited during summary construction [37] . Mergeable summaries [5] allow combining multiple summaries but require that intermediate results take up no more space than the inputs, and thus merely maintain relative error under merging. Other work targeting AggPre systems has focused on improving summary update and merge runtime performance [22, 33] rather than improving the accuracy of merged summary results. Other Summarization Models. The Storyboard model, where more memory is available for construction and aggregation than for storage, is closer to the model used in non-streaming settings including discrepancy theory and communication theory.
Coresets and ϵ-approximations are data structures for approximate queries that allow more resource-intensive precomputation and aggregation [40] . ϵ-approximations are part of discrepancy theory which attempts to approximate an underlying distribution with proxy samples [13] . We draw inspiration from discrepancy theory to manage error accumulation in our cooperative summaries, especially the results in [44] which pioneered the use of the cosh cost function. Other work in this area minimize error accumulation along multiple dimensions [39] . However, we are not away of coreset or ϵ-approximations that allow for complex queries Storyboard supports: quantiles and item frequencies over multiple data segments. and cube aggregations. In particular, existing work supporting range queries [39] do not provide per-segment local guarantees.
Work in communication theory and distributed streaming assume a setting where sending summaries over the network is a bottleneck equivalent to storage costs limits in Storyboard. There is existing work analyzing how multiple random samples can be combined to reduce aggregate error in this setting [49, 50] . However, in communication theory the samples are constructed per-query, while Storyboard precomputes summaries that can be used for arbitrary future queries. Furthermore the random samples are not as space efficient as cooperative summaries. Related techniques in differential privacy [17, 41] and matrix rounding [19] consider approximate representations of data segments for the purposes of privacy, but do not explicitly optimize for space or support heavy hitters and quantile queries.
CONCLUSION
When aggregating multiple precomputed summaries, Storyboard optimizes and accumulates summaries for reduced query error. It does so by taking advantage of additional memory resources at summary construction and aggregation while targeting a common class of structured frequency and quantile queries. This system can thus efficiently serve a range of monitoring and data exploration workloads. Extensions to other query and aggregation types are a rich area for future work.
A COOPERATIVE SUMMARY PROOFS Lemma 1.
Proof. Recall that we have a segment D t = {x 1 → δ 1 , . . . , x r → δ r }.
Let H be the set of local heavy hitters H = {x i : δ i ≥ h} and let U ′ = U \ H be the remaining items. We can decompose our summary as S t = S H ∪ S V where V = S t \ H .
This keeps ε t (x) ≥ 0 across segments, i.e. our estimates are always underestimates.
where ϕ(z) = exp(αz). For heavy hitters ε t (x i ) = ε t −1 (x i ) so they do not change the cumulative cost L t .
Simplifying using max(0, y) = y + (0 −y)1 y ≤0 and ϕ(x +y) = ϕ(x)ϕ(y):
For non-heavy hitters, Algorithm 1 selects items in V with the highest ε t −1 (x i )+δ i . If we let ℓ = arg min x i ∈V ε t −1 (x i )+δ i then
Technical but standard applications of the inequalities ϕ(x) ≥ 1 + ax, and ϕ(x) ≤ 1 + αx + α 2 x 2 /2 for x ≤ 0 yields: G ≤ϕ(ε t −1 (x ℓ ) + δ ℓ )|V | αh − αhr + α 2 h 2 r 2 /2 + αrh|V | |V | ≤ s and h ≤ |D t |/s so when α ≤ 2 h r −1
Proof. First note that the choice of which element z j is chosen from each chunk for inclusion in the summary sample S t does not affect ε t (x) for x outside the chunk D t, j so we can consider the choices independently. This is because the selected element is assigned a proxy count equal to the population of the whole chunk h = |D t, j | = |D t |/s. Let L t, j x i ∈D t, j ϕ (ε t (x i )) be total cost for chunk j. Since Algorithm 2 selects a value z that minimizes L t , the final value for L t, j must be lower than any weighted average of the possible L t, j for different choices of x.
x i ∈ D t, j δ i · 1 x i ≤x . Switching the order of summation gives:
Now we can make use of Lemma 3 below to simplify L t, j ≤ exp(α 2 h 2 /2)L t −1, j Finally, since L t = s j=1 L t, j we have the lemma. □ Lemma 3 can be proven using the cosh angle addition formula and Taylor expansions. We now consider two cases: t < 2 and t ≥ 2. If t < 2, we expand out taylor series to get that: In either case we can conclude that:
LHS ≤ cosh(x) exp(t 2 /2) □
A.1 Error Lower Bounds
In this section we will provide details on an adversarial dataset for which no online selection of items for a counterbased summary can achieve better than absolute ε = Ω(log k) error for item frequency queries.
Theorem 3. There exists a sequence of k = 2 h+1 data segments D i consisting of |D i | = 2s item values each such that for all possible selections of s items for counter-based summaries S i , ∃x .| f D i , ..., D k (x) −f S i , ...,S k (x)| ≥ h. Proof. Consider a universe of item values U = 1, . . . , 2s2 h . For i = 1, . . . , 2 h let D i = {2s(i − 1) + 1, . . . , 2si} where each item occurs at most once. Since each summary S i can only store s item values, there must be a set of s2 h items (U 1 ) that are not stored in any summary, but that have appeared at least once in the data. Now let the next 2 h−1 data segments D i for i ≥ 2 h + 1 constain 2s distinct item values each from U 1 . Again, since each summary can only store s item values now there must be a set of s2 h−1 items (U 2 ) that are not stored in any summary, but that have appeared twice in the data. This repeats for for increasing U i : at each stage U i we have data segments come in that contain only items the summaries have not been able to store, until we have at least one item not stored in any summary but that has appeared h + 1 times in the data. □
